
Data and methods
The collection of experimental data is completed by the

Myo armband, which is produced by Thalmic Labs and

used to collect sEMG signals. As shown in Figure 1, it is

equipped with 8-channel dry-level sensors with a

sampling frequency of 200Hz. It could be worn directly on

the arm, then automatically detect the electrical signals of

surface muscle activity. The Myo armband can be

connected to a computer via Bluetooth and could be

adapted to a variety of terminal operating systems.

The article conducts experimental analysis on ten

gestures, namely Open, OK, Fist, Rock, Victory,

ThumbUP, MTF (three middle fingers), WaveIn, WaveOut,

Rest, as shown in Fig 2. Since the signal of each channel

is related to the wearing position of the armband, the

same wearing position is maintained when collecting the

same gesture data, and the wearing position is not

required between different gestures. The data collection

process is divided into a collection stage and a resting

stage. During the collection stage, subjects need to keep

their arms parallel to the ground, to avoid the wrist strap

sliding due to gravity. The time interval for collecting the

same gesture data is 10 s.

T Since the sEMG signal collected by the Myo armband

is a non-stationary signal [21]. In recent years, more and

more studies have combined the time domain and the

frequency domain to analyze the non-stationary signal.

This method can not only preserve the time domain

information of the signal but also reflect the frequency

domain characteristics.

As shown in formula (1), it is a wavelet transform, in

which φ is called the basic wavelet or the mother wavelet,

while a and b are real numbers, which are called scale

and translation factors respectively.
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(sEMG) is related to gesture activities, and the human

body movement intention can be predicted by analyzing

and identifying the forearm sEMG signal. Deep learning

has been widely used in gesture recognition research

because of its ability to extract deep features. On this

basis, this paper introduces an attention mechanism to

assign weights to different channels, so that the

acquisition of the model is more dependent on some

explicit channels to obtain a model with better

performance. Compared with other models, the model

proposed in this paper not only has fewer parameters, but

the experimental accuracy rate on private datasets can

reach up to 99.6%, which is comparable to some current

CNN network models with good classification effects; In

the case of the smaller datasets, the model can still

maintain more than 95% accuracy and has good

adaptability.

Model Performance
The device used in this paper to collect data has eight

channels of sensing electrodes. In the actual acquisition

process, it is found that the signals of the same channel

of different gestures are similar. With the increase of the

number of classified gestures, the classification difficulty

also increases. Therefore, this paper will analyze the

differences among the ten selected gestures to determine

which gestures are easy to recognize and which ones are

confusing. The network model used in this experiment is

ATNet.
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Conclusion
In this paper, an attention mechanism is added to the

traditional CNN network to classify human sEMG signals.

The experimental objects are 10 common gestures, and

the following conclusions are drawn. First, on private

datasets, the two methods proposed in this paper can

achieve a classification accuracy of up to 99%, and the

average accuracy is between 96% and 97%, showing the

considerable classification ability of the model. Second,

compared with other classification models, the two

models proposed in this paper have simpler structures

and fewer parameters, which shorten the training time

based on ensuring the same or even higher accuracy. In

addition, the article conducts independent research on

these ten gestures, and the experimental results show

that the classification accuracy of gestures is slightly

different, because the classification effect of the model

between relatively complex and similar gestures will

decrease. Third, the article studies the adaptability of the

model to small sample data. When the training data is

reduced to a quarter of the original, the two models in this

paper can still achieve an average classification accuracy

of about 95%. When the training data is reduced to one-

eighth of the original, the average classification accuracy

dropped significantly, only 85%. In the case of taking into

account the practicability and accuracy, the data

collection time of 20 s is ideal. This paper proposes two

attention-based deep learning models for gesture

classification on private datasets. Both models have

fewer parameters and shorter training time, and could

also maintain good performance in relatively small

sample datasets.
Figure 5: SigATNet structure.

Figure 4: ATNet structure.

Figure 3: Continuous wavelet transform.

Figure 2. Hand gestures


